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DIVE ONLINE ¦ THROUGH THE WIRE ... Irish folk singer hits the highs and lows M ANOTHER HOLE ... Girls go wild on aggressive, terrible album ¦ ACROSS THE POND ... Kasabian spoils British rock

THE BIG QUIZ!
Listen up, gumshoes. A harbinger of spring or at least Spring Break this test is your opportunity to
show offyour vast knowledge of useless facts. Did you catch the Carmen Sandiego reference? We sure hope
so. E-mail your answers to artsdesk@unc.edu, and we’llprint the winners in the next Diversions section.

PICTURE
SHOWS

1. Name the movie that
had this tagline:
"The Turtles are Back ... In
Time!"

2. In "Wayne's World," who
are the three bands playing
the first time that Wayne
and Garth go to Gas Works,
and who plays the bouncer?

3. What do Bette Davis and
Greer Garson, and only
those two, have in
common?

4. Name the title and
performer of the theme
song to "Free Willy 2: The
Adventure Home." How
does that make you feel?

5. In "Hook," two

celebrities of "Star Wars"
fame have cameos that
include fairy dust.
Who are they?

6. According to Mr. Rooney
in the movie "Ferris
Bueller's Day Off," how
many times has Ferris been
absent during his senior
year?

7. What was the first
Stephen King novel to be
adapted into a movie?

8. Name the movie that is

a loose modernization of
Jane Austen's

"

Pride and
Prejudice."

9. Which Audrey Hepburn
flick features a cat named
Cat? -

EAR
CANDY

10. Name the DJ who mixed
the Beatles' The White
Album with Jay-Z's The
Black Album.

11. Name the band that
performs the theme sonq for
"The 0.C."

12. What song marked the
last time all four Beatles
recorded in a studio
together?

13. Name three Boyz II Men
No. 1 hits.

114. Name the famous rock
I guitarist who was featured
I on Michael Jackson's song
I "Beat It."

15. Which artist,

originally named James
Jewell Osterberg Jr., is known
for being the first to master
the stage dive? i

16. What was Buddy Holly's
only No. 1 hit?

17. Name the producer
credited with the
application of "The Wall of
Sound." Discuss how he
effectively ruined "Let It Be"
by using it.

and Ad-Rock's real names?
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BOX

TCELES mean to you?

20. What's better the Atari
2600 or the Atari 7800? Justify
your answer. For extra credit,
come up with a reason why
"E.T." for Atari isn't the worst
video game ever made.

21. Name two celebrities
who guest starred on Krusty
the Clown's comeback
special.

I 22. Which pro wrestler was
I in Cyndi Lauper's "Girls Just
I Wanna Have Fun" video,
I and in what other video of
I hers did he also appear?

23. Name two characters
from "Fraggle Rock," the
show with all those weird
puppets.

24. On what street do the 1
Simpsons live?

25. Michael Madsen cut off
a dude's ear in "Reservoir |
Dogs." What's he doing on
cable these days?

26. Name the former "The 1
Daily Show" correspondent I
who willdeliver UNO's first j
Senior Class Address.

27. When did "Newsßadio"
die?
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are a rock-star burnout:
a) knife to the chest
b) massive coronary
c) vomit-induced suffocation !
and) ham sandwich

29. Name at least one
disease you can die of on
the "Oregon Trail."

I 30. Put into context this line
I from SNL: "'Fred's Slacks' is
Ia winner!"

I 31. Name the edgy
I filmmaker who has signed
I on to direct the season fina-
I le of CBS' "CSI: Crime Scene

I Investigation."

P 32. "The Lion King," "The
Lion King II: Simba's Pride"
and "Finding Nemo" are the
favorite movies of which
UNC basketball player?

33. Brandon Davis, the
grandson of billionaire
oil tycoon Marvin Davis,
is now dating which Fox
primetime star?

34. Do you think the Bud
Light vs. MillerLite
commercial feud is out of \
control?

35. Whose milkshake really
brings all the boys to the
yard? Justify your answer, j

36. Name the former UNC
basketball player who used
to pump up his teammates
by yelling, "Let's go out and
play like we're Chicago on
'NBA Jam!'"
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37. Name the only "Saved
by the Bell" character to
appear in all the show's
episodes, movies and
spin-offs.

38. Who teamed up with
Dude Love in 1997 to win
the WWF tag-team final?

39. In the Fountains of
Wayne song, whose mom
"has got it goin' on"?

40. What movie score did
Bill Murray's SNL character
Nick the Lounge Singer put
lyrics to in a famous sketch?

41. Which famous guitarist
released an album in 2000
composed entirely of the
seventh song from each of
his prior releases?

42. What Christopher
Cross song did the boys in
'NSYNC cover on their first
album?

43. What cultural icon is
present in every episode of
"Seinfeld"?

44. A member of which ¦
once-popular Brit-pop group I
recently purchased a pair of I
$47,500 diamond earrings |
for her son's sixth birthday? I

45. In an episode of "South
Park" that pokes fun at Paris
Hilton, what was the name
of the chain of stores she is
promoting?
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